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SPONSOR [BEHIND THE VIDEO]  (2011) by LCVS      November 2011 

 

SPONSOR [Behind the Video]  (2011) is a video installation which critically refers both to the limitations of art in 
the medium video itself, as well as to the all encompassing media industry upon which much of today’s art 
depends. By showing the industry’s brand names in a very obvious manner, the work playfully unravels what is in 
a subtle way often not rendered visible while observing new media art. One can draw a parallel with abstract 
painting that explores the limits of the canvas or with minimal sculpture which finds its phenomenological path 
without a pedestal. The video installation could also be realized with smaller or bigger television screens from 
other brand names.  

 

LG by BENQ work description: 
15 BenQ flat screens hanging on a wall in a dark space which together make the letters LG  

Material description: 
BenQ E24-5500 (15 pieces)  36,9 x 58,7 x 4,5 cm 
wall mounts (15 pieces) 

Wall format: 
installation wall must be at least  2.25m x 4.20m  

Budget:  
15 x € 270 (BenQ screens) =  €4.050 
15 x €   40 (wall mounts) =  €   600 

Total costs:   €4.650 
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BENQ by SAMSUNG work description: 
43 Samsung flat screens hanging on a wall in a dark space which together make the letters BENQ 

Material description: 
Samsung LE32D550 (43 pieces)  50,7 x 80,4 x 7,7 cm 
wall mounts (43 pieces) 

Wall format: 
installation wall must be at least  3.30m x 11.90m  

Budget:  
43 x € 320 (Samsung screens) =  €13.760 
43 x €   40 (wall mounts) =  €   1.720 

Total costs:   €15.480 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kieskeurig.nl/lcd_tv/samsung/le32d550/specificaties/957744/�
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SONY by PHILIPS work description: 
37 Philips flat screens hanging on a wall in a dark space which together make the letters SONY 

Material description: 
Philips 32PFL5606H (37 pieces)  47,3 x 76,1 x 4 cm 
wall mounts (37 pieces) 

Wall format: 
installation wall must be at least  2.50m x 12.00m  

Budget:  
37 x € 350 (Philips screens) =  €12.950 
37 x €   40 (wall mounts) =  €   1.480 

Total costs:   €14.430 
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SANYO by PANASONIC work description: 
48 Panasonic flat screens hanging on a wall in a dark space which together make the letters SANYO 

Material description: 
Panasonic TX-L32E30 (48 pieces)  48 x 76,9 x 7,5 cm 
wall mounts (48 pieces) 

Wall format: 
installation wall must be at least  2.50m x 13.60m  

Budget:  
48 x € 480 (Panasonic screens) =  €23.040 
48 x €   40 (wall mounts) =  €   1.920 

Total costs:   €24.960 
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HITACHI by SANYO work description: 
55 Sanyo flat screens hanging on a wall in a dark space which together make the letters HITACHI 

Material description: 
Sanyo CE26LC90-C/P (55 pieces)  43.3 x 64,5 x 8,8 cm 
wall mounts (55pieces) 

Wall format: 
installation wall must be at least  2.50m x 15.20m  

Budget:  
55 x € 350 (Sanyo screens) =  €19.250 
55 x €   40 (wall mounts) =  €  2.200 

Total costs:   €21.450 

 

 

 


	Material description: Sanyo CE26LC90-C/P (55 pieces)  43.3 x 64,5 x 8,8 cm wall mounts (55pieces)

